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Abstract 

 

The development of trhe web has made a major test for guiding the client to the pages in their regions.Useful knowledge disclosure from 

web use information and acceptable learning portrayal for successful page suggestion are urgent and testing.In this paper we propose a 

novel technique to effectively give a better site page proposal through semantic upgrade by coordinating the space and web use learning 

of a site.Two new models are proposed to the learning.Semantic system is used to the web pages and the relations between the pag-

es.Conceptional model produces a semantic system for web use information,which is the combination of learning and web use infor-

mation.Various inquires have been created to inquiry about these learning base.Based on these questions ,an arrangement of suggestion 

methodologies have been proposed to produce fitting site page proposals to the client.The suggestion comes about have been contrasted 

and the outcomes got from a progressed existing Web Usage Mining(WUM)strategy.The exploratory outcomes show that the proposed 

technique delivers essentialy higher execution than the WUM technique. 
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1. Introduction 

Prediction of web pages can be done by using web page recom-

mendation system. The recommendations can be done effectively 

by web usage and domain knowledge.Ontology method deals 

with the area information of a site. The goal of this model is the 

reduction of endeavors from the designers.Semantic system deals 

with the area of information whose development can be com-

pletely mechanized. The conceptual prediction model is the theo-

retical expextion which is a route system of space terms in such 

of the web pages.The development of this model can be com-

pletely mechanized.The proposal methodologies make utilization 

of the web learning and the expectation display through two of 

three models to the pages with the probabilities for a given web 

client in view of the present web page route state.By using these 

methodologies the current web page and the k  visited web pag-

es,the web page that will be gone by following route step can be 

anticipated.The execution of these methodologies relies upon the 

sizes of preparing datasets.The greater the preparation dataset 

measure is,the higher the forecast precision is.Nonetheless,these 

methodologies influence web to page suggestions exclusively in 

view of the web use information.Along these lines,the anticipated 

pages are restricted inside the found web to get groupings,if a 

client is going by a web-page that isn’t in the found web get to 

arrangement ,at that point these methodologies can’t offer any 

proposals to the client.   

2. System Analysis 

The proposal procedures utilizes the domain knowledge and the 

prediction model through two of the three models to anticipate 

the following pages with probabilities for a given Webclient in 

present web page route state.The new technique has computer-

ized learning base development and mitigated the new page is-

sue.This technique yields better execution contrasted and the 

current web utilization based web-page suggestion frameworks. 

3. Proposed Scheme 

Based on three recommendation models web page suggestions 

were proposed along with the usage of web usage and domain 

knowledge. The mainmodel is an ontology,semantic network 

model and conceptual prediction model.Number of powerful 

questions  were created to inquiry about these information base. 

The comparing inquires are utilized to recover semantic data 

from the learning models and gives the better proposals to the 

client. 

4. Model 

4.1  Domain Ontology 
Ontology’s are regularly actualized in a rationale based dia-

lect,for example,OWL/RDF, to wind up reasonable to program-

ming specilaists.ontology based knowledge representation allows 

sharing and interchanging semantic information among Web 
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systems. Ontological representation from different sources can be 

easily coordinated to help Web-page suggestion effectively.A 

domain ontology is characterized as an applied model that deter-

mines the terms and connections between them exressly and for-

mally, which represents the domain knowledge for a particular 

domain. 

4.2 Semantic Domain Terms Generation 

Semantic domain terms are collocations of terms which are dic-

tated by the co-event  relations of terms in Web-page titles the 

relationships among terms and Web-pages. Also the domain 

terms and co occurrence relations are weighted to give a rough 

indication of how much these terms are associated with each 

other semantically. between the terms and Web-pages, we can 

infer how closely the Web pages are semantically related to each 

other.  

4.3 Conception Prediction 

 
 

Fig. 1: System Architecture Diagram 

 
A conceptual prediction model (CPM) empower to consequently 

create a weighted semantic system of frequently possible terms 

with the weight being the probability of the transition between 

two adjacent terms based on FVTP .It suggests the web pages 

based on the Web usage knowledge that can be found from Web 

log documents utilizing a Web usage mining procedure. It em-

powers  to find  the Web utilization information ,which is a  form 

of continuous Web access pattern (FWAP) and we integrate 

FWAP with frequently viewed term patterns (FVTP),anticipate 

the proficiently and prescribe URLs.  

5. Model Evaluation 

The proposed model shows the web page recommendation in the   

accompanying way: 

In this proposal framework when the new client registers for the 

first time by giving the fundamental point of interest.The details 

will be spared in the database of the IIS server. The client sign in 

using user name and   password. Using relevant queries the web 

pages were searched after the logging in was completed.The que-

ries are coordinated with the keywords in log and the anticipated 

web pages are prescribed to the user. During the next logging 

session the user progress toward becoming an existing user. The 

predicted webpages were recommended to the user by matching 

the user’s query based on frequently viewed term pattern and 

frequent web access pattern. 

It is feasible for some extracted terms to share the same high-

lights, so it is better for them to be occurances of an idea,as op-

posed to independent ideas. In this progression, the domain con-

cepts will be defined for the given website based on the extracted 

terms. Depending on the reasons of ontology, they can be out-

lined as domain conceptualizations of different degrees of con-

vention and can be as idea plans,scientific categorizations, theo-

retical information models, or general logical theories. Better 

recommendation enables the user to access the most favoured 

web pages. 

6. Conclusion 

Recommendation  of web pages has been offered in a better way 

through semantic improvement by three new information por-

trayal models.The semantic information among the web systems 

were provided by the domain ontology model.The interrelated 

web pages were created by the semantic domain term. The proper 

anticipiation of web pages by utilizing the frequently viewed 

patterns and accessed patterns were provided by the conceptual 

prediction model.This is an powerful recommendation process 

because the system provides  not just the web page queried by the 

user yet additionally prescribes progressively extra related web-

site pages in the view of client interest which permits the fast 

access of the recommended pages.  
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